W values and radial dose distributions for protons in TE-gas and air at energies up to 500 MeV.
The dosimetry of charged-particle beams is frequently performed by measuring the ionization yield produced in gas-filled ionization chambers and converting it into absorbed dose using the mean energy W expended in a gas per ion pair formed, or its differential value omega for the filling gas. Because of the increasing importance of proton therapy and the lack of accurate values of W and omega at high proton energies in particular, we investigated the ionization yield formation by protons in air and methane-based tissue-equivalent gas in the energy range up to 500 MeV. For this purpose, we analysed the available experimental values of W and omega and, in a second step, investigated the ionization-yield formation by protons as a function of their initial energy using an analytical method based on the Spencer-Fano equation in the framework of the continuous-slowing-down approximation. To estimate possible ionization losses which can be expected if the ionometric method is applied in the case of an incomplete secondary-electron equilibrium, a new analytical model has been developed which can be used to calculate the radial distribution of the ionization yield produced by secondary electrons around high-energy proton tracks.